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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1 

Concerned about the effect of tuberculosis which caused millions of people 2 
feel ill and died from the disease, 3 

Aware that much of the spread of disease is due to the bacteria that affect 4 
the lungs spread from person to person through the air and lack of 5 
precautions, 6 

Recognizing the efforts of many nations to develop method to remind the 7 
danger of tuberculosis to public and better way to cure the disease once the 8 
patients have gotten it, 9 

1. Emphasizes the effect of tuberculosis has seriously threatened people's 10 
health, realizing that its proliferation is affecting and hindering social 11 
and economic development; 12 

2. Affirms the efforts and progress made by countries in recent years on 13 
tuberculosis prevention and treatment; 14 

3. Asks nations to enhance the promote of the effect of tuberculosis to 15 
public; 16 

4. Appreciates and support the activities and work of bilateral, 17 
intergovernmental, non-governmental and community organizations 18 
and recognize their important role in the fight against the epidemic; 19 

5. Requests the protection and promotion of individual rights through 20 
legal and social conditions; 21 

6. Ensures the law passed by each nation themselves provides equal 22 
access to health care for people who have tuberculosis. Correctly 23 
understand the effect of tuberculosis, take it seriously, act positively, 24 
strive to control and prevent the spread of tuberculosis to neighboring 25 
countries; 26 



7. Reaffirms that tuberculosis prevention and care support strategies are 27 
interdependent and must be made an integral part of an effective 28 
integrated approach to the epidemic; 29 

8. Encourage countries to cooperate in the aspects of medicine, 30 
propaganda, technology and talents, and support new solidarity 31 
organizations at the local, national and international levels, including 32 
especially with tuberculosis;  33 

9. Reiterates that the United Nations can make a positive response, work 34 
hard to cooperate with and give support to the prevention and control 35 
work of various countries, and coordinate the contradictions in this 36 
process. 37 


